EVIL STEPCHILD
MNN. Feb. 21, 2012. For over 400 years the Vatican, Europe, Britain, Africa and
other nations have used Great Turtle island and beyond as the dumping ground for
their undesirables. Through deliberate betrayal and extermination, over 300 million
Indigenous became less than 10 million within two generations. The worst holocaust
on earth is still not talked about.
Mathew Kristin Kiel [Reaping the Genetic Whirlwinds] writes that these crimes were
to satisfy the lusts of the invaders and their descendants for our sacred land and
possessions.
Millions were off-loaded here, Canada, Australia and other Commonwealth nations:
their psychopaths, bastard nobility, unwanted royal sons who were greedy, arrogant
and ruthless, violent inmates from prisons and workhouses, flop houses, brothels,
thieves, con-artists, ne’do’wells, their unfit and uncivilized. [We apologize if we
missed anybody.]
Many psychopaths stayed behind to pull the strings.
African-Americans, they owe you! The white slave traders profited. The Black
African royalty, village chiefs, elders, warrior societies, shamans and religious leaders
did the dirty work. [Like the colonial Indian tribal and band councils here.] They
rounded up their people in exchange for money and weapons to become filthy rich.
They became the rulers and leaders of African society. Today they sit in the UN
[International Department of Indian Affairs] and decide everybody’s fate. They never
stopped the oppression and abuse by the European American psychopaths.
Well, British, French, Dutch, Spanish and others, we survivors have a message for
you.
The US junta is your fully-grown ugly, unwanted, dangerous, diseased stepchild.
Their direct descendants are now the wealthy powerful elite rulers of the US and the
globe. Their war economy threatens wholesale annihilation of all, from which
Europeans are benefitting.
You profited from the rape, pillage and genocide of our sacred lands, nations and
peoples. Stop your evil spoiled brats. They need more than a good spanking.
According to WHO, you have the highest rate of sociopathic and psychopathic
disorders of any race in the world. We noticed that right from the beginning.
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Take your great-grandchildren home. Or you will realize your worst fears, “We shall
be cast down from whence we came for all eternity”. Everyone knows that children
will follow your example instead of your words.
These great-grandchildren are born of your genetics with human ills inflicted on us to
fester like a cancer.
The bills have come due for past and present crimes against humanity. These must
paid until we are satisfied.
Santana sang: “You’ve got to change your evil ways, baby, before I stop loving
you… and every word I say is true. You’ve got me running and hiding all over town.
You’ve got me sneaking and peeping and running you down. This can’t go on. No,
no. Lord knows you’ve got to change.”
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HELTER SKELTER
MNN. FEB. 14, 2012. This is the culture of the invaders to Great Turtle Island. Gold
has an objective value. Paper is a mortgage on wealth that does not exist, backed
by a gun aimed at us resource owners and the workers. Checks are made by the
looters, soon to bounce. They run the artificial world corporatocracy.
The upper crust is bankers, bureaucrats, scientists, technicians, empty-headed
media blabber mouths, psychiatrists, sociologist nut jobs, some teachers,
mainstream journalists and professional politicians.
Abusive power, wealth and property is in the hands of a few. The middle class
neutralizes the masses. The masses work, breed and die, in poverty, sedated by
alcohol, porn and lotteries.
The looters fear a free society without whips in their hands. They want jail without
trial, slavery, public executions, torture, hostages and deportation.
Their mandate is total surveillance, to crush the opposition, manufacture lies, create
ignorance and complete obedience to the state.
Like Indian tribal and band councils on reservations, the administrators tattle on their
people and fill their pockets.
Rulers perpetuate their in-bred blood line. The Catholic Church spreads virtue, reaps
money and keeps their flock in line.
Foreign enemies and internal traitors are vaporized.
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To keep the lie ahead of the truth, history is continually revised. We Indigenous were
declared as non-persons who were ‘disappeared’, with no record of our existence.
The biggest holocaust in all humanity was thrown down the memory hole, followed by
500 years of hatred of the survivors.
Raping, looting, killing of children, enslaving populations and abusing prisoners,
happened to us and now to others. We still hear the screams and cries of our
ancestors.
War is controlled insanity, created contradictions, over produced goods without
sharing. Planned warfare is fighting, bargaining, treachery, bases around the world
facing each another and secret friendship pacts.
War creates cheap labor and wealth for a few to wage more wars. Products are
wasted to keep the world hungry, poor, controlled and to protect the hierarchy.
Perverted specialists dream up war scenarios, to kill billions in a second without
warning, to produce artificial earthquakes and tidal waves by hitting the earth’s
centre. Human life is extinguished by bombs, bigger explosives, impenetrable armor,
deadlier gases. Animals and vegetation are destroyed and diseases are created
without cures. Cars are promised that go underground or overhead and the sun’s
rays will be controlled.
Rulers are Intoxicated by power. They foresee jack boots stamping on helpless
human faces forever.
War is everlasting without victory. War is peace. Peace is war.
The land is still here. We are part of it. We’ve never done harm to creation. We
never fell for the fiction that was created by the invaders.
George Orwell’s ‘1984’, written between 1944 and 1948, describes such a scenario.
This destruction will stop. Those responsible will be brought to justice. All our stolen
and desecrated possessions will be returned to us until we feel the debt is paid plus
interest.
Bob Dylan said: “Let me ask you one question. Is your money that good? Could it
buy you forgiveness? Do you think that it could? I think you will find, when your
death takes its toll, all the money you made will never buy back your soul.”
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HUNGRY FOR POWER
MNN. Feb. 13, 2012. Whites are hardwired for insane power.
We learn about these crazy people by watching television, movies, playing video
games and walking around the mall. Visual depictions of bombings, murders, rapes,
perversions, child abuse and other violence comes from their minds.
As they become the minority, they still think Indigenous and other people of color
should sit at the back of the bus, so to speak.
We’ve been killed and oppressed by them to steal our land and resources to finance
their economy and debt. They got mad over not being able to domesticate us. We
just wouldn’t suck up to them. They found no reason to not murder us.
New genocidal laws [Arizona] forbid learning true Indian history and the memories of
who we are.
They’ve shown no guilt over these killings. They think they’re not sick because they
said they’re sorry.
Their depression is due to their detachment from nature. They’re missing melanin, a
genetic factor in people of color, plants, animals and the earth. They can’t
empathize. White farmers are the closest but they don’t get it.
These whites want to belong. Some have come among us and wild animals to
imitate our connection with the natural world. They tame or kill. Predators trying to
tame predators!
Animals in their natural state teach us about life. Wolves are cunning. They teach us
to stick together to take care of our families and the power of one mind even when
miles apart. The bear shows us how to develop our strength through the foods we
eat. The turtle shows us how to deliberate wisely and carefully.
Animals want to live in the wild. They watch, wait and attack when agitated or to
defend themselves, their territory, their young and their food source.
There are two recent separate cases of whites living among wild animals, treating
them like tabby cats. They started to pull rank on them. One held back on the food
for the bears. The other tried to discipline the wolf, who practically lived in her house.
Money means nothing to animals and hierarchy is not a natural state. These two
women were no longer their servants. Both animals did what comes naturally. The
women got ate. The chubby traditionally attired non-native medicine man couldn’t
understand why the wolf would eat such a nice old lady.
The invaders tried to make us and the animals depend on them, make us all into
something we’re not. They murdered over 100 million of us and 60 million buffalo.
Can’t these ignoramuses see the harm they’ve done to the environment, plants,
animals and people? A carbon tax can’t fix it!
No one is speaking for the animals, who need to be heard. That’s what they told us.
The whites may expect the animals to thank them if they help them.
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Just like Tweety Bird sang when Sylvester the Cat tried to devour him: “I did. I did. I
taw a putty tat creeping up on me”. They’re so conditioned to think they’ll always get
saved.
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MNN. Feb. 10, 2012. What is white culture? To steal everything the brown and
black people have and pretend it’s theirs? Should failed states and gluttonous
culture continue to be forced on us?
Bankers and rulers see our population growth as dangerous to their security?
Because they murdered so many of us and now we are coming back! What are their
new plans?
Prince Philip, leader of the World Wildlife Foundation said, “If I were reincarnated, I
would return as a killer virus to lower the human population”. Be careful what you
wish for, Phil. You’ll be returning to England. Celts will take care of you, you Goethe
Nazi.
Mark Steyn in America Alone said, “If you can’t out-breed them, cull them!”. As they
sip their tea, “When will the great culling start, dahling?”.
Margaret Sanger of Planned Parenthood and the Eugenics Society in 1922 said,
“Those who should never have been born should not be maintained”. The elites
want to continue breeding with each other to create idiots who spout such stupidity.
They fear genocide and elimination of their genetic property, even though they still
need cheap labor. Elites are white and ageing. Careful breeding will be needed to
maintain their white ruling bloodline, like sperm banks to force mixed race couples to
have white children!
Race problem is being solved by blacks, browns and yellows pouring into their states,
where whites are being beiged out.
Whites have the least melanin in their genes. Other peoples, plants and animals
have melanin and relate to each other naturally. The whites may return to Europe to
live among each other, which is becoming an Arctic-type wasteland.
They are crying about becoming victims, trying to make us feel guilty for them. They
need to study REAL victimology.
Between 2000 and 2010 only one out of 10 births in US were white. 90% were
Indigenous, Black and Asian.
They claim Black men having sex with white women is sexual aggression. Why?
Because they killed and raped us when they arrived?
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They worry about what will happen to the world when they can’t keep an eye on
things. It will improve!
What happens to the bankers in London? US is unreliable and unstable
economically. China is implementing a barter system with Iran and other countries,
oil for Chinese products. The UN wants control because they’re losing money
worldwide.
International investors are using other currencies. What happened to all those
Ameros they sent to China six years ago? [http://thahoketoteh.ws/2008/12/amero/].
People of pallor worship death. In the US political system, as roads crumble, schools
close, quality of life collapses, they focus on war and killing. They love it, are
entranced by it, glory in it. The more horrible, the more orgasmic!
Their morbid fascination with death is fanatical. Leaders long for the Middle ages to
make torture legal and offer our children as living blood sacrifices to their cult.
Indigenous always found native languages and stories provided an understanding of
human behavior.
A common Indigenous story is that the brown, black and yellow people were made of
clay. The white race was made from the foam that washed upon the shores. It
stayed a while, disappeared as the sun beat down on it and then shrivelled away.
Nature purges what is out of balance.
We must get back to being real human beings, ongwehonwe, who have a normal
relationship with the land.
The white race is getting bored, losing their spark of life and withering away,
reminding us of the Procol Harum song: “That her face at first just ghostly, turned a
whiter shade of pale.”
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LETTER TO NEW WHITE MINORITY
MNN. Feb. 3, 2012. Dear Brown Majority: Could you please help us adjust to being
the new minority among the brown people on Great Turtle Island? Signed, the New
White Minority.
Dear New White Minority: It’s like déjà vu all over again. [Yogi Berra]. We were
once the majority. And now we are again.
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Great Turtle Island has always been a foreign land to you. Your children may mix
with us and your grandchildren may be brown.
At an all brown school, don’t be afraid of those who don’t look like you. Bring along
some cool European culture and try to mix with us. We will have whiteness studies
programs to raise our racial awareness.
Be aware that brown people have a different way of exercising power. Everybody is
equal and has a voice. We won’t have curfews to close all-night white restaurants
and just keep our diners open.
White affirmative action programs and white workers associations will help you.
Browns dying their hair and skin white to look like you on the screen is offensive!
Segregation breeds mistrust and factions. In the city one race doesn’t hold a majority.
Racial tensions in the suburbs will be due to poor housing and anti social behavior.
Whites are leaving indigenous neighborhoods so as not to disappear into the refuse
of history. They will be bussed out of housing projects for poor whites to faraway
white schools.
Some tips to help you adjust:
Don’t let offensive racial slurs bother you, like honkey or whitey. Find leaders who
aren’t psychos or idiots, like Glen Beck, Sarah Palin or Stephen Harper. Don’t
resurrect Hitler. Look to someone inoffensive like Justin Bieber. Run whiteness
studies so we can understand you. You could lure white immigrants to sneak in
illegally to increase your numbers, like Canadians. They’re the ones who say Eh!
Get used to most positions of power being filled by brown people, in business,
politics, entertainment. Learn to clean the houses of brown people. Don’t be
conspicuous in the neighborhood by hanging your curtains with the designs facing
outside.
Brown people could adopt white children.
Whites don’t have a racially secure homeland. Europeans are becoming Muslim,
converting to Islam and learning Arabic.
Europe is becoming brown. Whites are becoming poor. They’re starting to think of
themselves as non-white and their continent as belonging to everybody. Hard work
and resources of brown people created this once-upon-a-time entitled people.
Europeans have no sense of kinship with each other. They think the masses should
be policed, managed and robbed, creating basket case countries.
Chris Donovan, New York Times, said, “The less whites think about becoming a
minority the better”.
The white economic elites and mainstream media don’t want to talk about this. The
richer are trying to hold onto their money and remain white. 16% of them move out of
the US every year.
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Like millions you could move to one of those gated communities and send your
children to private schools.
Remember, for now, the Bilderbergs are still a bunch of old megalomaniac white
geezers.
The future is a world of people of color and colorful people. So lighten up!
Yours truly, the Brown Majority.
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